HOW TO AVOID VR INTERFERENCE IN THE MODERN ARCADE
What is VR Interference? It may be something you’ve never heard of,
but as Virtual Reality attractions and games become more commonplace
in FECs and arcades, it’s something that you’re bound to come across as
an operator.

VR Interference can happen when multiple virtual environments are run
in close proximity. Virtual reality is possible through the use of sensors
that measure motion and direction in space, which then translate
movement into a virtual environment and sends the information to a
headset so the guest can experience, that’s right, virtual reality. If
sensors from different environments get their signals crossed, errors can
occur. This generally reveals itself in the form of inconsistent headset
tracking behaviour.
DON’T ASSUME YOU HAVE A FAULTY GAME
Interference can be hard to troubleshoot. Your first inclination might be
that you have a faulty game. This may not be the case at all.

Virtual Rabbids: The Big Ride utilizes HTC Vive headsets to create its
stunning virtual world. The Big Ride utilizes two sensors, commonly
referred to as Base Stations or Lighthouses. One Base Station is located
just below the LCD screen, and the other Base Station is on top of the
sled between the two fans. Guests seated between these sensors while
wearing the HTC Vive headsets will be able to experience the thrilling
ride offered by the game. However, when two games are placed near
each other, or another virtual environment exists nearby (such as
Hologate, for example), the VR world between the sensors can cross
lines of communication. They basically “get confused” about what
they’re supposed to be tracking, and where.
HTC Vive headsets are becoming the most popular VR headset in the
commercial virtual reality space. If you’re running a Virtual Rabbids unit
near another virtual reality attraction and there are headset tracking
issues, start by investigating whether the sensors are interfering.

RUNNING MULTIPLE VIRTUAL RABBITS UNITS IN THE SAME
LOCATION?
Just because you are running multiple Virtual Rabbids units does not
mean you’ll have a problem. We have many operators running side by

side units who have not experienced any issues, but every environment
is different, and this is still an emerging technology.
While we can’t offer specific troubleshooting advice on every virtual
reality game or attraction out there, we can offer some solutions if you
experience any interference issues with Virtual Rabbids units.

There are some simple fixes for this interference:
Place VR games away from each other so that no interference can
occur.
Virtual Rabbids games can be placed back-to-back to alleviate any
interference.
Add signage between the games that blocks interference.
Use a large foam board sign between two units of Virtual Rabbids. The
sign serves the dual purpose of conveying information about the game,
and allows two units operate side by side without interference.
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